The time-evolution of the thermal unfolding probability P un f for the indicated values of l. The top panel is for 2EFV T = 0.9 ε/k B and the bottom panel for 1J85 at T = 1.2 ε/k B . The insets show the corresponding time-dependence of P k . The results are averaged over 50 trajectories.
Fig. S 1:
The time-evolution of the thermal unfolding probability P un f for the indicated values of l. The top panel is for 2EFV T = 0.9 ε/k B and the bottom panel for 1J85 at T = 1.2 ε/k B . The insets show the corresponding time-dependence of P k . The results are averaged over 50 trajectories.
Fig. S 2:
The schematic representation of the untying mechanisms of a knotted protein (3 1 ), in which the N-and C-terminus are colored orange and gray, respectively. The untying process of the protein can be divided into two classes, i. e. the single-loop and the two-loops pathway. The single-loop pathway refers to the situation that only one loop presents during the untying process, and it occurs at high temperatures T ≥ 0.7ε/k B . In this pathway, the protein will be untied via three possible untying mechanisms: DT (direct threading)-one of the terminii threads directly through the loop of the protein, SK (slipknotting)-one terminus of the protein slides through its loop via forming a slipknot, or MT (mousetrap-like mechanism)-the untying of the protein is due to the movement of the loop itself instead of terminus. Yet, two small loops are observed in the two-loops untying process, and it is composed by two stages. In the first stage, one terminus is threaded out of its loop by DT, SK or MT mechanism, but another terminus still remains enveloped in the loop. Next, two small loops vanished under thermal fluctuations after the knot is untied in the first stage. The two-loops pathway is only available for shallow knotted proteins at low temperatures T ≤ 0.7ε/k B . Table S I: The untying probability P un f and the detailed untying mechanism of deep knot 1J85 at different T in bulk. P re f denotes the probability of retying back from the untied conformation.
T (ε/k B ) P unk (%) P re f (%) 1-loop 2-loops 0.9 88 27 68% DT, 32% SK 0% 1.0 100 0 92% DT, 8% SK 0% 1.2 100 0 100% DT, 0% SK 0% Table S II: The untying probability P un f and the detailed untying mechanism of shallowly knotted proteins 2EFV and 4LRV at different T in bulk. P re f denotes the probability of retying back from the untied conformation. 
